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Abstract. Shock-induced twinning and martensitic transformation in tantalum, which exhibits no solid-state phase 
transformation under hydrostatic pressures up to 100 GPa, have been further investigated.  Since the volume 
fraction and size of twin and phase domains are small in scale, they are considered foming by heterogeneous 
nucleation that is catalyzed by high density lattice dislocations.  A dynamic dislocaion mechanism is accordingly 
proposed based upon the observation of dense dislocation clustering within shock-recovered tantalum.  The dense 
dislocation clustering can cause a significant increase of strain energy in local regions of β (bcc) matrix, which 
renders mechanical instability and initiates the nucleation of twin and phase domains through the spontaneous 
reactions of dislocation dissociation within the dislocation clusters.  That is, twin domains can be nucleated within 
the clusters through the homogeneous dissociation of 1/2<111> dislocations into 1/6<111> partial dislocations, 
and ω phase domains can be nucleated within the closters through the inhomogeneous dissociation of 1/2<111> 
dislocations into 1/12<111>, 1/3<111> and 1/12<111> partial dislocations.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 
     It is well known that the combined effects of high 
pressure, high strain rate, and high plastic strain on 
tantalum can generate a broad range of microstructural 
features such as dislocation cells/walls, sub-
boundaries, adiabatic shear bands, recrystallized 
grains, and deformation twins... etc. [1-6]. A recent 
TEM study of deformation substructure developed 
within shock-compressed tantalum has revealed that 
shock-induced phase transformation can take place in 
polycrystalline tantalum and tantalum-tungsten alloys 
shock-compressed at 50 GPa, but it does not take place 
in [011]-oriented single-crystal tantalum shock-
compressed under the same conditions  [7, 8].  Noted 
that tantalum exhibits no equilibrium solid-state phase 
transformation under hydrostatic pressures below 100 
GPa [9, 10].   
     It has been proposed that the ω-lattice can be 
obtained by collapsing one pair of (111) planes within 
the β-lattice and leaving the adjacent (111) planes 
unaltered [11].  The atomic displacements required are 

± ao 3 /12, where ao is the lattice parameter of β-lattice.  
However, the collapse is not always complete, and it may 
result in a “rumpled” plane after collapsing.  The crystal 
structure of ideal ω is hexagonal if the collapse is 
complete.  Both ideal and rumpled hexagonal contain 3-
atoms/unit cell, the equivalent positions are: 0,0,0; 
2/3,1/3,1/2; 1/3,2/3,1/2 for ideal hexagonal, and 0,0,0; 
2/3,1/3,1/2+z; 1/3,2/3,1/2-z (0 < z < 0.167) for non-ideal 
hexagonal or rumpled structure.  It has been proposed 
previously [8] that similar to a shear mechanism for 
deformation twinning, i.e. the movements of a 
homogeneous 1/6[111] shear in consecutive (211) planes; 
omega phase can be formed by an inhomogeneous shear 

of 1/12[11 1 ], 1/3[11 1 ], and 1/12[11 1 ] in consecutive 
{211}β planes.  The omega sequence caused by the three-
layer inhomogeneous shear is equivalent to the atomic 

shuffling of ±1/12[11 1 ] in a pair of {211} planes, which 
transforms the bcc lattice to the omega lattice based upon 
the collapse model.  The shock-induced β → ω transition 
in tantalum can therefore be regarded as a diffusionless 
martensitic transformation.  



     The β → ω transition occurs in shock-compressed 
polycrystalline tantalum at 50 GPa but does not occur 
in single-crystal tantalum shock-compressed at 50 GPa 
and static-compressed below 100 GPa reveals that a 
unique reaction has occurred in polycrystalline 
tantalum under dynamic-pressure conditions.  It is 
known that the phase stability is mainly governed by 
its thermodynamic free energy represented by the 
equation of state (EOS) for which the free energy of 
the phase that is the lowest will be stable.  In the case 
of pressure-induced phase transformation under 
hydrostatic pressure conditions, a material can 
undergoe structure or phase change when the free 
energy of competing phase becomes smaller than that 
of the parent phase above a citical pressure.  The 
equilibrium β → ω phase transition occurs when the 
pressure increases above a critical pressure.  However, 
unlike hydrostatic pressure, dynamic pressure can lead 
to a considerable increase in temperature; the higher 
the applied pressure, the higher the overheat 
temperature. This means that a higher pressure is 
required to achieve an equal volume or density of a 
compressed material in a shock experiment than in a 
hydrostatic experiment.  Accordingly, the equilibrium 
transition pressure is anticipated to increase in material 
compressed under dynamic-pressure conditions than 
that compressed under hydrostatic-pressure conditions.  
Although no report on equilibrium transition pressure 
under hydrostatic pressure conditions is available for 
tantalum which exhibits no solid state phase 
transformation under hydrostatic pressures below 100 
GPa [7, 8], it is reasonable to postulate that the 
equilibrium transition pressure for tantalum under 
dynamic pressure conditions will be considerably 
higher than 100 GPa because of the temperature effect.  
The observation of β → ω transition in shock-
compressed tantalum and tantalum-tungsten alloys at 50 
GPa therefore reveals that a nonequilibrium phase 
transformation has taken place at such a pressure below 
100 GPa.   
     It is accordingly postulated that the EOS derived 
from hydrostaic experiment may not be applicable for 
materials compressed under dynamic pressure 
conditions because of the occurrence of shock-induced 
nonequilibrium phase transformation.  That is, the EOS 
based upon macroscopic thermodynamics, which 
asserts that the system free energy (G) is a function of 
volume (V), pressure (P), and temperature (T), i.e., G 
= F(V, P, T) is insufficient to rationalize the system 
free energy under dynamic-pressure conditions.  
Additional state variables or factors are required to 
depict the free energy function governing the phase 
stability under dynamic pressure conditions.  Since 
shear deformation has been found to play a crucial role 

in the formation of shock-induced ω phase in tantalum 
[8], it is accordingly suggested that high density and  
unique configuration of dislocation structure generated 
under dynamic pressures can also contribute 
considerably to phase stability of shock-compressed 
tantalum.  The objective of this investigation is 
accordingly aimed at investigating the unique 
dislocation configurations developed within shock-
compressed single-crystal and polycrystalline tantalum 
in order to depict the micromechanisms of shock-
induced non-equilibrium phase transformation.   
 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
 

     Ingot metallurgy (IM) tantalum in the form of plate 
stock was obtained from Cabot Corporation, 
Boyerstown, PA and was produced using a standard 
electron-beam melt process. The interstitial impurities 
in this test material are, in parts per million (ppm), 
oxygen: 23; nitrogen: 20; hydrogen: 1.3; carbon: < 2. A 
single explosively driven shock-recovery experiment 
was performed in which cylindrical samples of 5mm 
thick, 40 mm in diameter were used for the test and the 
loading axis is parallel to the cylindrical axis. The 
calculated peak shock pressure and duration for the 
shock-recovery test were 50 GPa (a correction from 
previously reported 45 GPa) and 1.8 µs, respectively. 
Microstructures of shock-recovered [011]-oriented single-
crystal and polycrystalline samples were examined using a 
JEOL-200CX transmission electron microscope. TEM 
specimens were finally prepared by a standard twin jet 
electropolishing technique in a solution of 94 vol.% 
methanol, 5 vol.% sulfuric acid and 1 vol.% hydrofluoric 
acid at -25 V and -20°C.   
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Identification of shock-induced omega phase in 
polycrystalline tantalum 

 
     Figure 1 shows the coexistence of (211)-type twin 
domains with fine ω plates observed within a shock-
recovered polycrystalline sample.   Here, omega phase 
and twin domain can be readily distinguished by the inset 
<011>-zone diffraction patterns.  In general, the ω phase 
can be identified from the extra diffraction spots excited 
at various 1/3<112> and 1/3<112> positions in the 

[01 1]β-zone pattern as shown in Fig. 2, in which the 
simulated diffraction pattern for the β phase is displayed 

on the left, and the simulated [11 2 0]-zone pattern of a 
rumpled ω phase is displayed on the right. It can be seen 
readily that the simulated diffraction pattern for rumpled 
ω is matching very well with the extra diffraction spots 



appeared at 1/3<112> and 1/3<112> positions in the 

[01 1]β-zone pattern.   
                                (a)                             (b) 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Dark-field TEM images of (a) an overview and 
(b) a higher magnification view of the specified region 
in (a) showing the coexistence of nanoscale twin 
domains with fine ω plates within Ta shocked at 50 
GPa.  Note that diffraction spots corresponding to the 
twin domains are marked by arrows.   
 

 
Fig. 2.  Selected-area diffraction pattern of the [01 1]- 
zone generated from a region of β-ω mixture.  
Simulated diffraction patterns for β and rumpled ω 
with the corresponding orientations are also displayed. 
 

Unique dislocation structures developed  
within polycrystalline and single-crystal tantalum 

 
     It has been proposed previously in [8] that the shear 
operations for the alteration of bcc structure to twin and 
omega domains can be produced by the glide of partial 
dislocations of the type 1/3<111>, 1/6<111> and 
1/12<111> dissociated from the ½<111> perfect 
dislocation.  Each ½<111> dislocation can dissociate 
into three 1/6<111> partials (each one plane apart) in 
the {211} plane to form a three-layered twin domain.  It 
thus requires the dissociation of two ½<111> 
dislocations with two-plane apart to form a unit (six-
layer) twin domain.  Similarly, the partial dislocations 
for the β → ω transition can be obtained by the 
dissociation of a ½[111] dislocation into two 
1/12<111> partials and one 1/3<111> partial (each one 
plane apart) in the {211} plane to form a unit (three-
layer) omega domain.  These two dissociation reactions, 

i.e. b → b1 + b2 + b3, are energetically feasible because 
the free energy is gained in the dissociation process 
according to Frank’s criterion: b1

2 + b2
2 + b3

2 < b2.   The 
question is then how these dislocation dissociations 
contribute to the nucleation of twin domain and omega 
phase with finite size and thickness.  In other words, it is 
required to precede a dislocation transformation from a 
one-dimensional line defect to a three-dimensional phase 
domain, which requires the formation of a high-density 
dislocation agglomerate in {211} with dislocation lines 
only two-plane apart (0.27 nm). 
    A screw dislocation line in reality can contain many 
atomic jogs [jog height (d) = 0.27 nm], which can be 
either preexisting thermal jogs or generated from the 
intersection of dislocation lines during shock 
deformation.  It is feasible that under high strain-rate and 
high-pressure conditions, dislocation loops can multiply 
and bow out from numerous closely-spaced line 
segments along a jogged screw dislocation to form 
dislocation agglomerates as illustrated in Fig. 3(a), in 
which an elliptical dislocation aggregate resulting from 
overlapping of closely-spaced loops can be generated 
when the motion of screw dislocations is largely 
restricted within polycrystalline tantalum.  That is, when 
a high-density dislocation structure formed within 
shocked polycrystalline tantalum, the velocity of screw 
dislocation becomes much slower than that of edge 
dislocation (i.e., vs << ve). Since edge segments of a loop 
can only move along the <111>-direction, which causes 
the overlap of numerous closely-spaced loops and results 
in the formation of dense dislocation clusters that have 
been observed readily and shown in Fig. 3(b).  The 
dislocation clustering can cause a significant increase of 
strain energy in local regions of β (bcc) matrix, which 
renders mechanical instability and initiates the nucleation 
of twin and phase domains through the spontaneous 
reactions of dislocation dissociation within the 
dislocation clusters.  On the contrary, dislocation 
clustering is more difficult to take place in shocked 
single-crystal tantalum because the resulted dislocation 
density is much lower than that in polycrystalline 
tantalum shocked at the same conditions. As illustrated in 
Fig. 3(c), jogged screw dislocation in single-crystal 
tantalum can move more freely in the direction 
perpendicular to the <111>-direction (i.e., i.e., vs >> ve), 
which results in the formation of dipoles or debris as a 
result of the non-conservative motion of jogged screw 
dislocation.  A TEM observation of high-density debris 
generated in single-crystal tantalum shocked at 50 GPa is 
shown in Fig. 3(d), in which numerous debris appear as 
white dots in contrast.  Neither twin domain nor omega 
phase was found in the single-crystal tantalum shocked at 
50 GPa. 
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Fig. 3.  (a) A schematic illustration of the formation of 
a dislocation cluster from a jogged screw dislocation 
within a high-density dislocation structure, where twin 
or omega phase can be nucleated from the hatched 
area. (b) TEM image showing a unique dislocation 
structure containing dense dislocation clusters (marked 
by arrows) formed in polycrystalline tantalum shocked 
at 50 GPa. (c) A schematic illustration of the debris 
generated from the non-conservative motion of jogged 
screw dislocations. (d) TEM image showing a typical 
dislocation structure with high-density of debris (white 
dots in contrast) formed in single-crystal tantalum 
shocked at 50 GPa. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

     Shock-induced martensitic transformation in tantalum 
has been further investigated.  The structure of martensite 
phase, which formed in polycrystalline tantalum shocked 
at 50 GPa, is identified to be non-ideal hexagonal, 
namely rumpled ω phase. It is suggested that shear 
deformation in the {211} planes is the major cause for 
the formation of shock-induced twin domain and 
martensite phase.  Heterogeneous nucleation mechanisms 
based upon the dislocation clustering accompanied with 
the core dissociation of ½<111> into three 1/6<111> 
twinning dislocations, and 1/12<111>, 1/3<111> and 
1/12<111> transformation dislocations are further 
verified to be vital micromechanisms for the shock-
induced twinning and phase transformation in tantalum.   
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